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Retail Diversity

On 29th December 2009the new Planning Policy Statement 4: Planning for
Sustainable Economic Growth was published. The policy was announced by John
Healey and Rosie Winterton on a visit to a market in Doncaster. Amongst the key
policies noted in the ministerial statement was the promotion of consumer choice and
retail diversity.
Retail diversity is regarded as a desirable characteristic of town centres and a
necessary counter trend to the ubiquitous presence of national multiples across the
UK. Whilst most commentators are agreed that traditional markets might epitomise
retail diversity, defining retail diversity or incorporating it as a useful concept in
policy terms remains problematic. Markets offer a range of goods, goods with
different provenances, stallholders with different personalities and backgrounds from
farmers to craftsmen, appeal to nostalgia, offer a different economic proposition from
other retail formats and add colour and vibrance to a town centre environment thus
offering consumers a different kind of shopping experience. However which of these
characteristics contributes most in a meaningful way to enhance diversity remains
more difficult to pinpoint. Markets of course are clearly not the only form that retail
diversity can take.
From the literature there is an underlying feeling that retail diversity is desirable and
may benefit town centre vitality and viability. Diversity may however be in the eye of
the beholder and is mostly not conceived in absolute terms. It is most commonly the
result of ad hoc development and serendipity, a coming together of old and new over
time, rather than policy or planning. The Communities and Local Government
Department recently commissioned work on retail diversity.

The Association of Convenience Stores has published a report on retail diversity
(www.acs.org.uk) It traces how the term has been used in the planning literature and
attempts to suggest both the scope of retail diversity as a concept and the range of
planning and other policies required to deliver meaningful diversity.
Despite the ministers’ headline statement the term retail diversity does not actually
occur in Planning Policy Statement 4: Planning for Sustainable Economic Growth,
only being used in the Impact Assessment statement.

Key Quotes:
‘Appropriate Retail Diversity
Ensuring an appropriate retail mix, both in diversity of store and choice of retailer, is
essential. Each High Street and community needs its own mix. Larger city centre
locations will be best placed to provide a range of competing retailers. Smaller
locations may elect to attract shoppers through a more concentrated but diverse offer.’
(BRC, 2009)

London First Retail Commission, 2009

Key Findings
Definitions of retail diversity are very varied. Implied definitions relate to size
of business, type of ownership, format, price, quality of service, range and
type of goods and operator. However there are other considerations such as
organisational and operational management, localisation, embeddedness and
scale and type variation.
Simple or single factor definitions are flawed. Narrow definitions will not
deliver greater retail diversity. Difference can take many forms.
Increasingly the terms diversity and choice are grouped together although they
are not the same.
What creates difference and diversity in one place would not do so in another.
Retail diversity is situationally bounded.
Best practice cases which cite retail diversity as a goal are primarily focused
on wider aspects of town centres both in terms of variety of uses and in
creating town centre environments which accommodate a variety of retail
types.
Consumers may demand more retail diversity but shopping patterns may not
reflect intentions. What consumers value in diversity may differ from the
nostalgia of small quaint independent shops sometimes equated with diversity.
New forms of diversity are critical.
US literatures define retail diversity in terms of economic integration into the
local economy.
Not all retail diversity contributes to town centre well being.
The scope for retail planning to achieve retail diversity is limited as other
aspects of retail structure and retail restructuring as well as business costs are
important. BIDs may provide a more meaningful way to create diversity
within town centres.

Challenges
If retail diversity is to be desired in our town centres and high streets then retailers
will need to be innovative in thinking about how to provide the types of diversity
which will meet modern retail demands in new and different ways adding that sense
of the unique and difference. The challenge for planners is to ensure suitable places
are made available and that there is a match between the places and the types of retail
offer and mix. Both business and community-led approaches will both be important.

Websites
Association of Convenience Stores: www.acs.org.uk
British Retail Consortium: www.brc.org.uk
Community and Local Government: www.communities.gov.uk
London First Retail Commission: www.london-first.co.uk
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